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Adrian J Encomienda
A FEAST UPON YOUR TARANTISM
Taffeta lines their pedipalps
With their slender, carmine legs;
Such teratoid diviners
They are the lapse of a thanatoid tale
And I say to them, “where is the sky?”
For above and below me I see kente
Of blue, of black, of carmine
And it's only been some seconds
Since I jumped from my own statue
Kincob clads my naked keloid
The mactation awaits a
Paraplegic - an addict
Arachnid limbs wave in marabout
While red becomes of every instance
Both dark and bright
Of every tinge and scheme
It has only been some seconds
Since I leaped from my own high
Paralysis overtakes my flesh;
Injected in the vain
The chelicerae trembles as
A mazarine neurotoxin
Tunnels through my being
The opiates beckon in the far out
Present, where the beeping begins
Again
And to think it has only been some seconds
Since my jump from the height of the world

Julian O’Dea
Four poems
I
NIMMITABEL
Such a pretty name
for a subalpine town
on dark basalt among
valleys where cold drains
the life out of seedlings
so trees don’t grow,
but the land grows granite
piled up high among rows
of grass tussocks;
a high halfway town
from where water and
people drain down.

II
HER SHOULDERS
Here beauty and function meet,
truly, high on a woman’s
body; shoulders like an elegant
span of bridge carrying a double
load, perhaps supported by a bra;
and sometimes a man can lend
a hand, like a good engineer;
and then use his other hand
to prop her thighs apart, just so.

III
Petroica phoenicea …
… or flame robins, unquenchable
sparks from summer’s foundry
with glowing eyes and hearts
as red as coals ready to explode;
a bird that follows the bushfires,
as a phoenix borne from fire.

IV
AUSTRALIAN BUSH
What is written
on the parchment
of the scribbly gum?
What is hidden
among the leaves
on the ground?
What is the wisdom
caught in the branches
above?
What is the code in
the dappled light?

Mark Blickley
Telemachus Triumphs
WALLY LEGGIT---- A recently retired bus driver, 65, quite out of shape
MYRTLE LEGGIT--- A slim, athletic woman, 60, married to Wally.
(it would be best if these “senior citizens” were played by younger actors in makeup)

The curtain opens on a very neat, very masculine study. Stage right is the doorway entrance to
the study where we see WALLY seated in a stylish desk chair that he slowly wheels over to his
desk. The chair seems to be attached to him as he kicks out his legs to gain momentum and
direction; in fact, he could almost pass for a strange new kind of insect. WALLY could leave the
chair any time he wishes, but he has no desire to. He’s a perfect example of inertia in
motion. When WALLY reaches the desk he pulls a large World Atlas out of a drawer and begins
to thumb through it. Suddenly we hear a woman’s scream. His wife, MYRTLE, bursts into the
room on roller skates, holding a cage.
MYRTLE
He’s dead! He’s dead! Telemachus is dead! He’s dead, Wally! Telemachus is dead!
(WALLY grabs the cage, examines it) I was watching him running the wheel like he always
does, like he loves to do, and the just sort of squealed and flopped over. I can’t believe
Telemachus is dead.
WALLY
(examines gerbil with his finger)
He’s gone.
MYRTLE
Oh, Wally, it’s so cruel. He was the sweetest gerbil we ever had. How could he leave us?

WALLY
(upset)
I don’t know, Myrtle. I don’t know! You say he was on his wheel when it happened?
MYRTLE
(nods)
He was hitting such a graceful stride when it……..

(MYRTLE covers her face with her hands as WALLY pulls out the tiny odometer attached to the
wheel)
WALLY
My God, look at these figures! Telemachus put three tenths of a mile on his odometer since I
checked it last night.
MYRTLE
You can’t be serious. Let me see. (she skates over to Wally)
WALLY
(visibly shaken)
It’s not fair! He had so much further to go. (Pause) I guess the little fellow went out in his
prime, hitting his stride. You can’t ask for a more noble death.
MYRTLE
What? Spinning himself into a grave is a noble death?
WALLY
Why can’t you offer me some comfort? I loved Telemachus much more than you’ll ever know.
(MYRTLE skates up behind WALLY and puts her arms around his neck)
MYRTLE
Yes, I know.
WALLY
I felt…..I felt as if you’d given birth to him, Myrtle, that he was really my son.
MYRTLE
Oh, Wally, that’s disgusting.
WALLY
How can you call love disgusting?

MYRTLE
Love’s not disgusting but the papers on the bottom of his cage are. If you felt so strongly about
Telemachus how come I always had to change the papers?
WALLY
He was my baby, my baby. I always thought of him as a tiny Rumplestiltskin, majestically at his
wheel, spinning out golden love.

MYRTLE
He did have a rather strong smell, Wally.
WALLY
(in tears)
He was a good boy. A hard working boy.
MYRTLE
But he never got anywhere, Wally. Do you think Telemachus lived a full life?
WALLY
(jolted)
Of course he did! What kind of nonsense are you talking?
MYRTLE
He lived in a cage, Wally.
WALLY
So?
MYRTLE
He lived in a cage and ran around in circles.
WALLY
Why are you being so cruel? What was the alternative? Have you forgotten the time you set
him loose in the garden?
MYRTLE
(shivers)
I… I don’t want to think about it.
WALLY
(holds the cage up to her face)
Look at him! Look at the boy! Yes, he lived in a cage. Yes, he ran day and night on his
wheel. But what happened the time you decided to give him his freedom? The day you put him
next to the cucumbers and told him he was free?

MYRTLE
(shaking)
I….I don’t remember. Leave me alone, Wally. I don’t want to think about it.
(MYRTLE grabs for the cage; WALLY pulls it away)

WALLY
(angrily)
What happened to Telemachus the day you locked him out of his cage?

MYRTLE
(holds up her arm as if fending off a blow)
He……squealed.
WALLY
That’s right. And what else did he do?

MYRTLE
He peed on the turnips.

WALLY
That’s right. And what else did he do?
(At this point MYRTLE is skating around the room as WALLY chases after her in his desk chair)
MYRTLE
I don’t remember.
WALLY
(like a petulant child)
What else did he do? What did he do? What did he do? What did he do? What did he do?
MYRTLE
(spins, faces Wally)
He….ran away from me.
WALLY
That’s right. And when was the next time you saw him?

MYRTLE
Stop it, Wally. Stop it! It’s too horrible!
WALLY
Myrtle! When was the next time you saw Telemachus!

(MYRTLE breaks into tears and puts her head in WALLY’s lap)
MYRTLE
The next time I saw him was down the road by the Flanagan property.

WALLY
And where was he?
MYRTLE
I told you. At the Flanagan’s.
WALLY
Where was Telemachus, Myrtle?
(MYRTLE jumps to her feet, skates over to a corner and screams)
MYRTLE
He was inside! He was inside their Great Dane’s mouth!
WALLY
That’s right! He was being chewed up by the Flanagan dog. And you called it freedom! You
called it a gift!
MYRTLE
(near tears)
How did I know he……
WALLY
(interrupts, wheels over to her)
I rescued him. I gave Telemachus a second chance at life! (MYRTLE is crying) He had a
quality existence. Telemachus had love, security, food, clean papers. But more important he had
a purpose, a mission. He had motion!
MYRTLE
But he never got anywhere, Wally. He just went around in circles
. WALLY
What’s wrong with circles? What shape is your wedding ring?
MYRTLE
(looks at hand)
A circle.

WALLY
That’s right. Don’t you understand when Telemachus traveled in a circle he viewed life at every
possible angle?

MYRTLE
You know, I never thought of it like that.

WALLY
It’s true. I made that discovery way back during my professional driving test, when they made
me do figure eights with the bus. You see, driving a bus was not only a career, but an education.
MYRTLE
You have such a brilliant, Walter Leggit. Are you ashamed of having me as a wife? Am I too
dull?
WALLY
(kisses her)
What, are you kidding? Any woman who can produce such offspring (He holds up cage) is
worth her weight in gold, Rumplestiltskin or no Rumplestiltskin. And speaking of golden
rumps……(He squeezes Myrtle’s behind)
MYRTLE
(giggles, pulls his hand away)
Stop that! Don’t be so fresh in front of Telemachus. He’s still warm yet.
(WALLY gazes at the cage and gently pats it)
WALLY
Telemachus was all man. He’d have understood. (Pause) I miss him. I miss my baby,
sweetheart.
MYRTLE
We can get another pet, Wally.
WALLY
(sighs)
I suppose so. But can he be replaced?
MYRTLE
Oh, come on, Wally. Telemachus is the seventh gerbil we’ve had in the past three years.

WALLY
(shakes head)
Yes, but none of them racked up the mileage old Telemachus did. I guess the little darlings are
built for speed, not endurance. I’ll pick up his successor tomorrow morning.
MYRTLE
Wally……

WALLY
(in deep thought)
Yes?
MYRTLE
Dear….
WALLY
What is it?
MYRTLE
Honey, do we have to get another rodent? Can’t we get a dog or a cat this time?
WALLY
Absolutely not!
MYRTLE
(getting angry)
Why not? Why can’t I have a pet I can pick up and hug? What’s wrong with a cat?
WALLY
They’re lazy. They sleep twenty hours a day.
MYRTLE
Then let’s get a dog. A strong, energetic dog. They can last twenty years.

WALLY
Oh, great! Can’t you just see us in twenty years, bent over and using a cane, walking a
dog? Besides, ever since I pulled Telemachus out from the jaws of the Great Dane, I hate
dogs. All they ever do is piss on your tires.
(MYRTLE furiously skates over to WALLY and snatches the cage out of his hands)
MYRTLE
I’m going to bury him in the turnip patch! (She skates out of the room)
(WALLY wheels himself over to the door, cups his hand to his mouth, and calls out to his wife)

WALLY
No, don’t bury him there, Myrtle. Turnips grow below the ground. I don’t want Telemachus
sharing his space with anything else. Plant him in with the cucumbers. (He slowly wheels
himself back to his desk and shakes his head) I guess people deal with their grief in different
ways. (Pause) Where was I?
(WALLY picks up his World Atlas and flips through the pages as he slowly spins in his
chair. His spinning becomes faster as he excitedly turns the pages, until his chair whorls out of
control and he falls off)

Leena Worthy
[Broke as a bad joke w/ a poor punch line]
There’s no way for me to pay
except through suffering,
right now.
-

[Fake flowers on real graves]
Walking the cemetery path,
a clouded sky adorned w/
once green leaves falling
above,
looking at the freshly placed
flowers made of wire &
stiff cloth as petals
I thought,
do they not realize our loved
ones would make such
great fertilizer
if they didn’t embalm,
paint & seal them in air
tight boxes?
What a way to hold out
on Mother Earth.
-

[Heaven is hell on earth]
She said, “My body is only an
aspect traveling through a
supposed linear time frame. As
far as I’m concerned
physical life is no more than
a day job, & when it’s over
it’s over. My mind can move
freely into the past & sort out
potential future events by
educated guess, which has gotten
me farther than any Earth
based calendar.
So, why focus so much on the body?
It gets in the way of progress in
the mind & the mind
gets in the way of celestial progress.
A physical body is much easier to
dispose of in order to move
forward, but a mind is not…”
Sitting across the table from her
the man sighed lightly
& spoke, “Material existence in a
body is necessary for contrast
& perspective. If we were not born
ignorant in a harsh world of
opposites, we would not know how
to comprehend & operate in
what follows. Even in the body
heaven & hell are at your disposal
whether or not you are aware.
If cognition in a conscious mind is not
confined to the body, still
what earthly lessons we learn all
apply to what comes thereafter.
So, no, we must not dispose of the
physical body on our own to push
a process which the dead hands

of god could not change.
I suggest taking the struggle
w/ pride.”
They both smiled
& silently returned to
sipping from cups of tea.
-

[Of the word]
Tonight looking
at the ‘bigger picture’
is too taxing of
a task
here & now
is more than enough
I’m sick of finger fucking
the cosmos
like a hungry whore,
working nights under stars
& begging for
a tangible answer
in order to slate my ache
for truly knowing that
‘bigger picture’
in the most intimate sense.
-

[Cultural slaughterhouse]
No stature do I want
hand me no praise
adorn me w/ no crown
I am just as much a fool
a dreamer, a beggar
& a slave
all I ever wanted
was to read to the blind
speak to the deaf
& lead no lines
on the battlefields of
life.
-

[Genocide of June]
When I was a child
my mother would send me
out to her garden
with a pair of gloves
to groom the lilies,
as well I was given
a jar of poison
to capture & drown
the June bugs.
I asked if it was wrong
to extinguish their lives
and she told me
soldiers do not inherit
the karma of their dictators,
yet each insect I killed
took a part of me with it
and ever since
I feel the absence
of the tiny lives
I took out
by the hundreds.

Mark Budman
Kisses and Hugs

They say fuck you to each other but don’t intermarry.
Separate species, eventually?
The Eloi and the Morlocks, anyone?
The conservatives will become the Morlocks
because no liberal knows how to operate heavy machinery
and the liberals will become the Eloi because no conservative
knows if “arugula” is spelled with or without an “h” at the end.
Imagine the refined Eloi writing biting editorials in the future version
of the Fox News during the day, while being eaten at night
by the crude Morlocks with their low brows, red necks and stained overalls.
Imagine the Morlocks feeding the Eloi organic arugula during the day
while enjoying their flesh at their underground barbeques at night.
Imagine the Eloi demonstrating on their campuses and computer labs
and occupying various venues during the day
while cringing in fear around their gun-free apartments at night.
Imagine the Morlocks toiling at their underground conveyer belts
and chicken farms during the day,
and rushing toward the elevators during the night,
clutching their loaded Desert Eagles and butcher knifes,

their phones tuned to AM stations.
Imagine no more. Prevent the terrible future of inequality and fear.
Hug your liberal or conservative today.
After all, the red meat and arugula are both overrated,
while liberal-on-conservative sex is quite liberating, conservatively speaking.

A Letter from the Mausoleum

My oppressed and oppressing American brothers and sisters, my admiring friends and the
ignorant across the ocean!
I maybe be dead, but I’m not buried, and some things bother me even in my Mausoleum.
I’m not talking about anything in Russia. I’m too used to it in my 144 years here. But you is
another matter. You are the only superpower now, and everyone is looking to you for guidance
and for a chance to stab you in the back.
Take your American tax code, for example. Yes, the Russian one is not a work of art
either, but Putin never listens to anyone, so let me try you instead.
Your tax code it’s too complex, too unfair and too ineffective. I suggest to scratch this
evil monstrosity with a pen of iron and replace it with the brand-new Lenin Taxation Plan. The
gist:
To reduce your existing seven tax brackets to just five: the Dirt Poor, Somewhat Poor,
Squeezed From All Sides, Not So Rich But Rich Enough and Filthy Rich. The Dirt Poor will pay
1% because everyone has to pull themselves up by their bootstraps even if 1% of zero is still zero
and even if the bootstraps are so frail that they might burst in the mid-air. The Somewhat Poor
will pay 2%, which is twice as much as the previous bracket because they should have more
money than the Dirt Poor unless they wasted it on the lumpen-proletarian activities such as
eating hamburgers or watching online porn. The Squeezed From All Sides will pay ten times as
much as the previous bracket, 20%, because they have to live up to their names. The Not So Rich
and Filthy Rich will pay 75% and 90% respectively because someone has to pay real taxes and

support the under-paying population, and because inequality hurts everyone who makes less than
the others and is too angry to compete.
Abandon all deductibles except for the following:
1. Donations to my Mausoleum’s upkeep. It’s good for me, therefore it’s good for the
world (the reverse is true, too).
2. Donations to the Save the Kittens Society because we are humane. While kittens do
not vote, neither are The Dirt Poor and Somewhat Poor, but unlike the other two, everyone likes
kittens except for dogs, but they don’t vote either.
3. The writers’ writing expenses because there is a book inside everyone of us, even if it’s
just a self-published Kindle one with an Amazon ranking of over a million.
I realize that the CPA and the tax program companies workers would have to find new
occupations. I suggest volunteering for the Save the Kittens Society or writing a book.
Stand by for more unsolicited advice from the Mausoleum.

Yours truly

Vladimir Lenin

Chinese Poet Hongri Yuan
Translated by Yuanbing zhang

Three Poems
I Was Originally The God of the Gods
I shall change seawater into honey，
smelt the stone into the gold，
The bitter is namely sweet，
The sun is born from the womb of the night.
Oh, my God！no matter what if you are really the God
Oh, the devil! no matter how many tricks you have
Today, I am neither living nor dying
I want to put you all into the golden tripod of time
I am originally outside of the earth
I will leave one day
Although I have forgotten many years
But I woke up finally today
From a little drop of water
The world came into being
It was originally a tear of mine
I was originally the God of the Gods
4.30.2011
我本是上帝的上帝
我要把海水酿成蜜
把石头熔炼成金
这苦涩就是香甜
这太阳从黑夜的子宫诞生
上帝啊 无论你是不是真的上帝
魔鬼啊 无论你还有多少伎俩
今天 我不生也不死
我要把你们统统装进时光的金鼎
我本在这个尘世之外
有一天还将归去
尽管我遗忘了许多年
可今天终于醒来

这小小的一滴水
诞生了这个天地
它本是我的一颗泪珠
我本是上帝的上帝
2011.4.30

The World Is in a Box
The world is in a box
The little timeworn world
A Lilliput
The President of the king's prime minister
Those kings，premiers and presidents
Those dwarfs in the scroll of time’s picture
They do not believe the additional sun
Both like a diamond and like gold
Make you warm in winter
Make you cool in summer
Neither have they seen the sweet ocean
nor have they known heaven outside time
Forgotten those gods who like mountains
Are the ones the former ancients owned
9.1.2012
世界在一只盒子里
世界在一只盒子里
这个小小陈旧的世界
一座座小人国
那些国王 首相 总统
那些时光画卷里的侏儒
他们不相信另外的太阳
既像钻石 又像黄金
在冬天时让你温暖
在夏天时让你凉爽
他们没见过甜蜜的海洋
也不知时光之外的天国
忘了那些山岳般的众神
是古老的曾经的自己
2012.9.1

The King of The Diamonds
The sun was rising in my breast
I woke up finally
Say goodbye to the night's nightmare
The world was lit up by me
This is actually the real me
There is no longer day and night
There are no longer newborns and death
I got myself back
Before there was no earth and heaven
I have existed from the beginning
The world is just my works：
a picture, a poem
a symphony.
Give me a stone
I will turn it into the king of the diamonds.
9.3.2012
钻石之王
太阳在我胸膛里升起
我终于醒来
告别黑夜的梦魇
世界被我照亮
这才是真实的我
不再有白昼与黑夜
不再有新生与死亡
我找回了自已
在没有天地之前
我就早已经存在
世界只是我的作品
一幅画 一首诗
一部交响曲
给我一枚石头
我让它变成钻石之王
2012.9.3
Bio:Hongri Yuan, born in China in 1962, is a poet and philosopher interested particularly in creation.
Representative works include Platinum City, Gold City, Golden Paradise , Gold Sun and Golden Giant.

Felino A. Soriano
from Sedentary Fathoms

Sedentary Fathoms
|section twenty|
Partitions involve paused
language; plagued syllables
sounding out their bodies and
pluralized mis
-interpretations. Aggregations
from tongues, erasing. Purpose
bounces within the echoes
losing force toward the
end of an existential habit. Truant
are these examples of purposeful
intuition. Timelines tell toward
truncated prophecies, those of winter
listening escape and pronounce themselves
silent
versions of
misappropriated, unwarming
measures
1/22/17

Sedentary Fathoms
|section twenty-two|
Theory in the thickness
of natural memory. Nature
memorizing light and the
green of new positions, shaded
by shadow or oscillating
names. Renaming what
doesn’t fit into fractioned
series of later-named
fictions. This is the memory
wanting what is lost. What
hadn’t was a name once,
too. Too many sections
of the body become injured. This
is the devotion of hands:
to never heal among
harming in arsenic
dispositions
1/24/17

Sedentary Fathoms
|section twenty-three|
Rhythm recompense
tributary holding of what Warmth
instills into a hidden
memory—
maximum light
in shaded greens, yellow-red hybrids
orbiting quiet hands—
all of what is held is
all of what is meant
to be shaped in simultaneous
fades of
approbated
theories
1/25/17

Sedentary Fathoms
|section twenty-four|
What’s held:
implication of
ongoing
articulation.
Of asymmetry, crooked ovals
voice and whispered
invention. We hold what
holds our __________,
noting a neoteric substance in
a
nonchalant hand is a devastated figure of
isolated
inflammation
1/26/17

Sedentary Fathoms
|section twenty-five|
Distance nears in
infatuated separateness.
Gradated theories expand
within hands revealing
tonal
syllables.

Silhouetted meaning moves what
the body cannot; silence weighs
as much as death
when death
is a shadow of impersonal evalu
-ation
1/27/17

Sedentary Fathoms
|section twenty-six|
Alphabet in
the language
of air,
beatitude
in knowing sound
as rhythm is
more so sacred tones
than
mourning an elevated
miscommunicated
memory—
__________
timeline philosophies
talk from angles
eloping from formalized
and devoted to/from
findings of an avalanche
of misused harmonies
__________

hearing what originates within,
an exterior fulcrum
bends to believe its own
ornamental hearsay
contaminated devotion is
an arbitrary faith of
misaligned
inheritance
--

Steve Slavin
The Prognosis
1
When we’re dying, we can’t pack a suitcase. As they say, “You can’t take it with you.”
Let’s consider a somewhat less drastic decision. If you had to give up every person or thing in
your life but one, who or what would that be? For me, the answer to that question was a nobrainer.
2
When we got home from the doctor’s office, Robert needed to lie down for a while. I made some
tea, but Robert didn’t want any. I sat at the edge of the bed, and reflexively placed his hand on
his forehead.
“You know, Craig, you don’t get a fever just from visiting the doctor.”
I smiled. “Well, I’m certainly glad to see that you haven’t lost your sense of humor.”
“No, not at all! They say you keep it right up to the end.”
“Please, Robert. Spare me the melodramatics.”
“Fine!”
“Can we have a serious conversation?”
“So talk!”
“You heard what the doctor said. If the lump is malignant, she’ll operate, and then she’ll do more
tests. That’s not exactly a death sentence.”
“No, but then, in a couple of weeks, we’ll be back in her office, and she’ll tell us a few cells were
found in my lymph nodes. And then ….”
“Yeah, I know. You’ll need chemo and radiation.”
I waited, but Robert didn’t reply. He had a far-off look. Finally, he rolled over to one side to face
me more directly. “I don’t think I can go through that again.”
“Are you saying that that wasn’t as much fun for you as it was for me?”
This got a smile.

“I know I’m over-reacting. Maybe they can just cut out the tumor and that will be the end of it.
But this time I’m expecting the worst.”
“No, the worst – the absolute worst, was the third time.”
“Agreed. But in retrospect, had I known how awful the treatment would be, I think I would have
chosen to die instead.”
“Maybe. But that was before they prescribed medical marijuana.”
That got a chuckle out of him.
“Seriously, Robert – and I am being selfish about this …”
“Yeah, I know: You never want to lose me.”
“Well, I’m glad to hear that even you listen some of the time.”
Robert didn’t answer. When I noticed his regular breathing, I got up, tiptoed out of the room, and
shut the door.

3
An hour later, I found myself lying on a couch in the living room, a book on my chest. It had
grown dark outside, and I could hear the rush hour traffic.
I thought about how Robert and I had met at a ridiculous dinner party in Brooklyn Heights. I
could not remember who invited me, but after a few glasses of wine, it felt like we all had
become great friends. We decided to drive across the bridge into Manhattan. There was a piano
bar on Grove Street in the Village. It was called The Five Oaks.
Anyone could go in there and sing his heart out. No matter how good or bad you were, everyone
generously applauded. You could walk in alone, with another guy, or maybe with a whole party
of friendly people – and you would quickly feel right at home.
Robert was with someone else, but he and I had been eying each other all evening. When his date
went to the bathroom, he slipped me his phone number. As I took it, I squeezed his hand and he
blew me a kiss.
That was thirty-seven years ago. Who knows? We might have saved each other lives. We had
met just when AIDS was beginning to reach epidemic proportions. We lost dozens of friends, but
like other monogamous couples, we were spared.
We had our fights, but who didn’t? Since the early nineties, we’ve been living in Chelsea, where
the you-know-who have practically taken over. I guess you know that’s happened when no one
notices you strolling around the neighborhood.
I wondered if Robert intuited something – something that even the doctor couldn’t know. Maybe
this time he would not be able to dodge the bullet. Perhaps he was just tired of trying.

I tried to picture life without him. Would I expect him to be there when I got home? Would I
imagine crawling into bed with him -- and waking up in the morning expecting to see his face?
Just then, I heard the toilet flush, and then Robert’s feet padding down the hall. He looked a lot
better. He was even smiling.

4
A week later his doctor operated. After she finished, and Robert’s chest was stitched up, she
asked me to join them in the recovery room. She explained that because he was coming out of
sedation, he might not remember everything she said.
The entire tumor did not need to be removed – just the malignant part. So, while Robert lay on
the operating table, slices of tissue were sent to the hospital’s pathology lab. That’s why the
operation took almost four hours.
While she was confident that they had gotten everything, the lymph node test would be crucial. If
no cancer cells were found, we would be home free.

5
A few weeks later, it was time for the test. That morning, I had a revelation. Did it really matter
how the test came out? Would Robert get a new lease on life, or perhaps a conditional death
sentence? Would we be able to go back to how things were, or would we see our life together
coming to an end?
It was just then that I realized an important truth. You know those “crazy people” holding signs
proclaiming, “The end is coming”? Well, they’ve got that right!
One day, the end will come. But in the here and now, while we still have each other, we have
everything that life could offer.

Husain Abdulhay
Chirpy Chant
Dance of dust and clarion of kudos
Traverse the sky of west
Sun genuflects to the hubbub of dusk
To coruscate this frolicsome fest
Diurnal birds stay wake till cockcrow to briskly busk
Moon hoves in the sight on the gloom to carouse with the zest
Effulgent sequins spangling the velvet vesture of the night
Bedizen the spartan spree of the nocturnal nests
Hefty hooves pounding on the haggard visage of soil are a balm
Hatchlings to nosedive prematurely in wind are all prest
Somnolent seeds commence to waltz
Early rooster dyes henna his pallid crest
Moor is imbued with the thrilling aroma of crooning hum
Emus leapfrog; jump up off the feisty fence
Vibrant moods make bloom in eventide the jocund buds
Meadowlarks budge their inbreathing chubby chests
Plain pours in with capering mushrooms to the buzz
Wassailing wasps chime a deep recessing rest
Hoary hawks carol and cavort with the dinky ducks
Oasis opens his wide arms to newly arrived parched guests
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